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ABSTRACT: An on-chip micro-spectrometer is demonstrated based on a circular diffraction 

grating consisting of an elliptical Bragg mirror. This structure results in a highly efficient and 

compact device with simplified processing requirements, useful for sensing, spectroscopy, 

telecom demultiplexing, and optical interconnects. The computed efficiency for a realistic 

geometry is -0.14 dB, which represents to the best of our knowledge the highest predicted 

efficiency for concave diffraction gratings (echelle/echelette gratings). The first realization of the 

elliptical Bragg mirror diffraction grating spectrometer is presented on silicon on insulator at a 

wavelength of 1.55 µm. Measurements show a full device efficiency of -3.0 dB, including all in-

line losses, with a band flatness of 0.4 dB over 30 nm. 
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The integration of wavelength separation functionality on a chip using planar waveguide 

technology is at the heart of the development of optical components for telecommunications and 

sensing applications. This function is critical for optical wavelength division multiplexing 

(WDM) telecommunications schemes, which can significantly increase the capacity of optical 

networks.1 In a similar way, wavelength division filters can be used in optical interconnects to 

transmit data on or between chips, notably with silicon photonics.2 Integrated spectrometers can 

be created using the same basic technology, and used for spectroscopic measurements, such as 

for gas detection,3 molecule detection, optical coherence tomography (OCT),4 and astronomy.5 

The application reach of integrated sensors is vast and is greatly enhanced by realizing the 

spectrometer operation on-chip, removing the necessity for processing measurement signals 

using large, expensive lab based devices. Furthermore, these sensor units can be monolithically 

integrated with complimentary lab-on-a-chip technologies,6,7 such as microfluidics, for more 

complex and efficient detection systems, or for cheaper or disposable units. 

 

Wavelength separating devices exist in bulk assemblies, such as diffraction gratings8 with lenses 

or mirrors, cascaded dielectric thin-film interference filters,9 and fiber Bragg gratings,9 but the 

versatility, stability, assembly, and small size of on-chip versions make these planar 

spectrometers extremely attractive. The two principal integrated components commonly 

employed for this purpose are the arrayed waveguide grating (AWG)10-15 and the concave 
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diffraction grating (CDG),8,11,14,16-25 often referred as echelle grating. The AWG consists of (i) an 

input waveguide, (ii) a laterally free propagation region where the beam expands and couples to 

(iii) an array of waveguides that exhibit variable path lengths and hence path phase differences, 

after which the waveguides are coupled to (iv) a second laterally free propagation region (star 

coupler) and recombine and focus into (v) a set of output waveguides that are discriminated in 

wavelength due to the accumulated phase profile in the waveguide array section. 

 

The CDG operates using (i) an input waveguide coupled into (ii) a laterally free propagation 

region where the beam expands and reflects from (iii) a curved diffraction grating back into the 

same laterally free propagation region and recombines to focus into (iv) a set of output 

waveguides, with the wavelength dependence of the imaged plane related to the grating period, 

curvature and the propagation path length. 

 

AWGs are widely used in optical telecommunications for WDM and though they have been 

demonstrated in silicon on insulator (SOI) and InP material platforms they are most commonly 

based on silica on silicon (SoS) technology, which provides good direct coupling to optical fibers 

but requires large bend radii. One of the most significant drawbacks in the use of AWGs is the 

large space occupied by the array of waveguides. This can be a limitation for high channel counts. 

Crosstalk is also an issue, arising from phase errors in the array of waveguides26-28 due to size 

irregularity in fabrication, and also from stray light generated at the connection between the 

laterally free propagation region and the array of waveguides. For CDGs, a drawback is the 

difficulty of obtaining a good vertical sidewall for the etched region through the core, defining 

the diffraction grating, which leads to increased losses. The use of a metallic mirror also absorbs 

some light20 and leads to polarization-dependent loss (PDL).11 But an important point is the 

reduction of size. Indeed, compared to AWGs, only one laterally free propagation region is 

present and, more importantly, no array of waveguides is present. The smaller size of the CDG 

device has several advantages. (i) Production of a more compact packaged device (e.g. for stand-

alone spectrometer applications). (ii) A CDG can be added to a chip (e.g. microfluidic lab-on-a-

chip diagnostic devices) without significantly altering the size of the device. (iii) The production 

cost reduces due to reduced foot-print. (iv) The yield or reliability increases as there will be less 

fabrication defects or nonuniformity due to smaller size. (v) The power requirement is lower if 

temperature control is needed, such as for tight wavelength control for WDM. 

 

Considering these advantages for the CDG, it is also possible at the same time to alleviate the 

disadvantages of using a classical metallic mirror. This metallic mirror can be replaced by other 

solutions, of which Bragg mirrors present a higher efficiency.22,29,30 But the efficiency of the 

diffraction grating itself can be further increased, up to levels of -0.004 dB (99.9 %), as we have 

shown.31 This is obtained with the use of an elliptical Bragg mirror extending over the diffraction 

grating, which preserves the blazing condition and focusing, and redirects nearly all of the optical 

power into a single diffracted order. In the present manuscript, a micro-spectrometer is presented 

using such an elliptical Bragg mirror based CDG, along with simulations on the efficiency of a 

fully functional device, i.e. with access waveguides and vertical losses, and based on sizes that 

are compatible with present technology. The different ways to implement the periodicity in the 

diffraction grating are also analyzed. A micro-spectrometer is then fabricated on SOI, and the 

experimental optical test results are also presented. 
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■ DESIGN 

 

Geometry 

 

A classical configuration used for CDGs is the Rowland mounting,8,11 and is also the one adopted 

here. It consists of placing the access waveguide extremities on a circle of radius RRC (the 

Rowland circle), and oriented towards the diffraction grating center (Figure 1). The diffraction 

grating itself has a radius of curvature of 2RRC, and is tangent to the Rowland circle (at the 

grating pole). This allows focusing of the input beam back to the output after reflection and 

diffraction on the grating. But in the present situation, the classical grating facets are replaced by 

elliptical Bragg mirrors whose foci are the input and central output waveguide extremities. The 

ellipses extend over and define the diffraction grating. This provides aberration-free focusing, 

blazing condition, and combines a high Bragg reflection with a grating diffraction. This almost 

facet-free diffraction grating allows, by managing diffraction orders, to redirect nearly all of the 

power into one output.31 In order to determine the suitable periodicity of the Bragg mirror 

diffraction grating configuration, three scenarios are discussed here. Case A consists of a constant 

periodicity of the Bragg mirror (Figure 2). Case B consists of a constant periodicity of the facet 

positions along a projection on a line tangent to the grating at its pole (this is the classical 

Rowland configuration). And case C has a constant periodicity of the facet positions along the 

grating circle. These three cases differ slightly and case A cannot be strictly satisfied 

simultaneously with case B or case C. But the three cases will become similar when the beam 

divergence is low and the Rowland circle radius is high, as the diffraction grating tends to be flat. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Schematic of the micro-spectrometer with elliptical Bragg mirror diffraction grating and 

access waveguides, based on the Rowland configuration. 
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Figure 2. Spectrometer geometrical parameters and configurations of the elliptical Bragg mirror 

diffraction grating studied: case A: constant Bragg mirror period, case B: constant diffraction 

grating projected period (classical Rowland configuration), and case C: constant diffraction 

grating curvilinear period. 

 

Equations and parameters 

 

The two main equations governing the Bragg mirror diffraction grating are the grating equation 

   sinsin  naM  (1) 

and the Bragg condition 
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with λ the wavelength in vacuum, n the refractive index of medium, α the incident angle on 

diffraction grating, β the diffracted angle, M the diffraction order, a the period of the diffraction 

grating, m the Bragg order, d the Bragg period, f the filling fraction of material of index n2 in 

alternation with material of index n in the Bragg mirror, and φ the angle of incidence on the 

Bragg mirror31 (Figure 2). The other relations linking the parameters together are: 
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with θ the angle between the Bragg elements and the grating front. Since we are using only two 

different materials (n and n2) and not three, the matching of (1) and (2) is not perfect (m ≈ -M)31 

and will lead to a shift of the region of efficiency. The central operational wavelength is 

λc = 1550 nm while the wavelength of the geometrical design is shifted to λ0 = 1600 nm due to 

this reason. The angles are chosen as α = -45° and β0 = -43°. The index n used is the effective 

index neff = 2.849 of a silicon slab waveguide of thickness t = 220 nm and index nSi = 3.477, 

surrounded by silica of index nSiO2 = 1.444, at the wavelength λc. A suitable design with high 

efficiency was carried out, after taking care of the constraints of size in fabrication (d, f) and 

vertical losses (m, f). From this, results the choice of M = -2, a = 808.6 nm from (1) with above 

neff and λ0, d = 561.7 nm from (4), and f = 0.14. We also get θ = 44° from (5) and φ = -1° from (3). 

The wavelength spacing between channels was chosen as Δλ = 16 nm, with waveguides of width 

w = 4 µm, which leads to RRC = 164 µm, with a spacing between output waveguides of ~0.6 µm. 

 

Simulations 

 

The micro-spectrometers are simulated with access waveguides, using the finite-difference time-

domain (FDTD) method in a 2D fashion, using the effective index neff previously mentioned. The 

polarization is TE ( E


 in the plane of the slab, i.e. the simulation plane). The access waveguides 

are laterally confined with silica (index nSiO2), and the Bragg mirror diffraction grating is made of 

elliptical grooves filled by silica (index n2 = nSiO2) alternating with the silicon (index n = neff). The 

computed efficiencies for cases A, B and C are shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5, respectively. They 
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correspond to the micro-spectrometer efficiency, i.e. from input waveguide to output waveguides. 

Also shown is the power collected over all of the channels (in gray), but without the output 

waveguides present. This represents the efficiency of the diffraction grating for the diffracted 

order, without coupling losses into output waveguides. For case A (constant Bragg period), the 

diffraction grating efficiency is -0.011 dB, the spectrometer efficiency -0.10 dB, and the channel 

uniformity 0.07 dB over the 125 nm range. The next-channel crosstalk is -22 dB and the overall 

isolation -17 dB. For case B (constant projected diffraction grating period), the diffraction grating 

efficiency is -0.011 dB, with the spectrometer efficiency -0.06 dB, the channel uniformity 

0.05 dB (over 125 nm), the next-channel crosstalk -23 dB, and the overall isolation -17 dB. First 

it can be noted that these efficiencies are very high, and of similar level, which shows both cases 

can be used. Case B behaves slightly better, as for case A the diffraction grating period cannot be 

kept exactly constant because the Bragg mirror period is itself fixed and the grating circular, so 

case B will focus more perfectly the whole beam of light into the output waveguide. The crosstalk 

present is due to the fact that the rounded tip at the separation between two output waveguides 

redirects a small portion of light to the other output waveguides. It can be enhanced by careful 

design of the connection region (possibly including tapers). Without such optimization yet, the 

coupling losses from the free beam (laterally free propagation region) to output waveguides is 

0.10 dB for case A and 0.05 dB for case B. A further improvement is also expected by slightly 

shifting the Bragg mirror diffraction grating towards the input and output waveguides to 

compensate for penetration depth into the Bragg mirror. Concerning case C, the results are less 

good, with a diffraction grating efficiency of -0.026 dB, a spectrometer efficiency of -0.47 dB, 

and a next-channel crosstalk of -10 dB. The focusing back to output waveguides has degraded, as 

can be seen with the broadening of peaks. A movie representing the distribution of light in the 

spectrometer as the wavelength is changed is presented in the Supporting Information displayed 

in Figure 6 for case B, and shows clearly the efficient separation of wavelengths in the different 

output channels. This distribution of light is also shown in Figure 6, for two wavelengths. 

 

 
Figure 3. Power efficiency spectra (multicolor) in output channels of a micro-spectrometer using 

an elliptical Bragg mirror diffraction grating having a constant Bragg period (case A). The total 

power collected over all the channels, before coupling into them, is represented in gray. 
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Figure 4. Power efficiency spectra (multicolor) in output channels of a micro-spectrometer using 

an elliptical Bragg mirror diffraction grating having a constant projected diffraction grating 

period (case B, classical Rowland grating). The total power collected over all the channels, before 

coupling into them, is represented in gray. 

 

 
Figure 5. Power efficiency spectra (multicolor) in output channels of a micro-spectrometer using 

an elliptical Bragg mirror diffraction grating having a constant curvilinear diffraction grating 

period (case C). The total power collected over all the channels, before coupling into them, is 

represented in gray. 
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Figure 6. Distribution of light in the micro-spectrometer for two different wavelengths, showing 

the separation in different channels. A movie covering the full wavelength range is also presented 

in the Supporting Information. 

 

Bragg mirror losses 

 

For a full estimation of efficiency of the spectrometer, the losses that take place in the Bragg 

mirror in the third dimension also need to be computed. The Bragg mirror contains 20 periods, 

with alternation of silica (length fd = 78.6 nm) and silicon slab waveguide (length 

(1-f)d = 483.1 nm). An initial computation with a 1D model,32 using indices nSiO2 and neff for the 

alternating components, shows a bandwidth of high reflection from 1440 to 1580 nm (Figure 7), 

with results almost identical for normal incidence (φ = 0°) and the incidence used in the 

spectrometer (φ = -1°) (p-polarization). This region of high reflection corresponds closely to the 

region of high efficiency of the diffraction grating. Then a 2D FDTD simulation of a vertical 

cross-section of the Bragg mirror (necessarily at φ = 0°) is carried with indices nSiO2 and nSi for 

the surrounding silica and the silicon elements, respectively (Figure 7). The light is launched in 

the mode of the slab waveguide (TE polarization) and the modal reflection is measured. The 

bandwidth of high reflection is still broad, and the losses in the third dimension are quite low. 

This Bragg mirror does not adopt the usual quarter-wavelength configuration, but provides 

nevertheless a broad enough bandwidth, and guaranties small enough losses thanks to narrow 

silica “grooves”, that are still of a dimension that can be fabricated using standard vertical etching 

techniques. 
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Figure 7. Reflection of the Bragg mirror used in the micro-spectrometer diffraction grating, with 

a 1D model, and a 2D model including the losses. 

 

Combined with the previous results of the horizontal 2D spectrometer, these vertical 2D Bragg 

mirror results allow the estimation of the full micro-spectrometer device efficiency in a realistic 

situation. This efficiency is -0.14 dB (97 %), which represents the highest value predicted for any 

CDG design to the best of our knowledge. In terms of usage over a certain range of wavelengths, 

an example is the fiber-optic communication C-band (1530-1565 nm), for which the micro-

spectrometer presents an insertion loss of 0.26 dB with a channel uniformity of 0.09 dB. For 

comparison, a classical CDG presents an efficiency of about -3.3 dB,22,33 and with an optimized 

design -1.9 to -1.1 dB.20,22,33 Note that attention should be paid on what is exactly estimated 

(facet, grating, curved grating, full spectrometer with access waveguides) and the approximation 

of the method used. 

 

Dispersion 

 

The silicon slab waveguide used for the spectrometer presents a dispersion which has not been 

yet taken into account in the design. The effect on the angular dispersion of the diffraction grating 

can be calculated and therefore the resultant channel spacing of the spectrometer. By 

differentiating the grating equation (1), one gets the angular dispersion 
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In the present design, ng = 3.578 (at λc). This leads to a channel spacing ratio of 0.796. Initially 

designed for a channel spacing of Δλ = 16 nm (non-dispersive slab waveguide), the spectrometer 

will actually have a channel spacing of (Δλ)d = 12.7 nm. When the waveguides used are thick, e.g. 

SoS technology matching with optical fibers, the difference is negligible, but when the 

waveguides are thin, such as with silicon nanophotonics, it has to be taken into account, and can 

even be taken as an advantage, by providing more angular wavelength dispersion and therefore 

lower channel spacing in the case of a demultiplexer or higher wavelength resolution in the case 

of a spectrograph. 

 

 

■ FABRICATION AND MEASUREMENT 

 

Fabrication 

 

A micro-spectrometer was realized on a standard SOI material platform with a waveguide core 

thickness of 220 nm and a buried oxide layer of 2 µm. The waveguides, the laterally free 

propagation region, and the diffraction grating were patterned in hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) 

resist using electron-beam lithography, which was then used as a mask for the dry etching of 

silicon down to the oxide, with inductively coupled plasma (ICP) reactive ion etching (RIE) 

using SF6/C4F8 gas. The structures were then covered by a 900 nm thick silica layer. A SEM 

image of a section of the elliptical Bragg mirror diffraction grating is presented in the inset of 

Figure 8. 

 

 
Figure 8. Fabricated micro-spectrometer with access waveguides on SOI, with in inset the 

elliptical Bragg mirror diffraction grating etched in silicon. 

 

The parameters are the same as used in the simulation (case A, constant Bragg period), except for 

the channel spacing which is now designed to be (Δλ)nd = 8 nm, the waveguides width w = 8 µm, 

and the Rowland circle radius RRC = 620 µm. The simulation was carried out assuming a 

wavelength channel spacing double of the fabricated device and with half the waveguide width, 
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with the Rowland circle radius readjusted consequently, due to computation limitations. It can be 

expected that the configuration used in fabrication will give very similar and even slightly better 

results in simulation since the diffraction grating has the same optical characteristics, but is even 

flatter. The output waveguides include an S-bend section to provide separation at the chip facet, 

and the input waveguide includes a U-turn section to be accessed by the opposite chip facet 

(Figure 8). The minimum radius of curvature of bends is 320 µm. In the waveguide straight 

sections and bends, the width is w2 = 0.5 µm to maintain single mode propagation. There is then a 

taper between these access waveguides and the waveguide extremities on the Rowland circle, and 

another taper at the chip facet to improve off-chip coupling to fiber. These two kinds of tapers are 

linear, and respectively 350 µm and 200 µm long, i.e. for the 0.5 to 8 µm and the 0.5 to 4 µm. 

Their efficiency has also been simulated (2D FDTD) and is respectively -0.017 dB (99.6 %) 

and -0.013 dB (99.7 %) (over the wavelength range 1450-1650 nm), therefore introducing 

negligible losses. 

 

Optical testing 

 

The micro-spectrometer efficiency was measured on an optical bench using polarization 

maintaining optical fiber, with TE input polarization. The source of light is a tunable laser and the 

spectra are acquired on an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). High resolution scanning of the 

source is performed at a wavelength step of 0.01 nm, while recording the maxima on the OSA 

with a resolution bandwidth of 0.2 nm. In this way, we are measuring the envelope of the 

transmission curve only, which otherwise contains strong Fabry-Perot oscillations very closely 

spaced (~0.07 nm) due to internal reflection at the two facets and which prevents accurate 

normalization. The spectrometer spectra are normalized to a reference 2×90° S-bend waveguide 

with the same waveguide characteristics and chip access tapers as those used for the spectrometer. 

Therefore what is measured is the whole spectrometer efficiency, from input to output 0.5 µm 

waveguide, and it includes any losses possibly arising from: Rowland circle taper losses, 

waveguide to slab coupling, waveguide or slab propagation losses, diffraction grating losses, and 

Bragg mirror losses. The micro-spectrometer efficiency spectra are displayed in Figure 9, and 

show an efficiency of -3.0 dB (50 %). The gradual decrease of efficiency at low wavelengths is 

probably due to the Bragg mirror vertical losses which have shown such tendency in the 

simulation, and the decrease of efficiency at high wavelengths seems also due to the Bragg mirror 

which is at the stopband edge (Figure 7). A good channel uniformity (0.4 dB) is present in the 

middle of the range (channels 8-13) over a band of 30 nm. The crosstalk was also measured, with 

a next-channel crosstalk of -15 dB, and an overall isolation of -14 dB. As stated in the simulation 

section, this can be further improved with precise design of the coupling back to output 

waveguides. There is also possibly stray light reflecting on the boundaries of the laterally free 

propagation (slab) region and entering output waveguides, deteriorating the crosstalk. This region 

was limited in extent to reduce the negative lithography exposure time, but could be modified in 

shape or extended to the whole chip to reduce stray light. The measured channel spacing is 

6.1 nm and it matches closely with the expected (Δλ)d = 0.796 × 8 nm = 6.37 nm, knowing 

uncertainties present in the index and thickness of layers. Finally the efficiency of the diffraction 

grating itself could not be estimated at this stage due to the several possible sources of loss in the 

whole spectrometer previously mentioned, but is expected to be high from the precise FDTD 

estimation. For comparison, other CDG spectrometers have an average efficiency of -3.2 dB, 

with a range from -5.0 dB to -1.6 dB, as claimed,14,19-21,24,25,29,30,33-35 and have an average channel 

uniformity (over a band equivalent to 30 nm at 1550 mn) of 0.9 dB, with a range from 1.5 dB to 
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0.2 dB.14,19-21,24,25,29,30,33-35 This places the present spectrometer within the state of the art for 

efficiency and at a high level for uniformity. Moreover its efficiency can still be improved, 

whereas other CDG devices are limited by the design. 

 

 
Figure 9. Experimental power efficiency spectra (multicolor) of the channels of the micro-

spectrometer realized on SOI using an elliptical Bragg mirror diffraction grating. 

 

 

■ CONCLUSION 

 

An on-chip micro-spectrometer with elliptical Bragg mirror concave diffraction grating has been 

demonstrated on SOI. Thanks to the specific design of the diffraction grating, it has been shown 

through precise computation that a single order of diffraction can be generated and efficiently 

coupled back to output waveguides, resulting in a record global efficiency of -0.14 dB (97 %) for 

the whole spectrometer (including vertical losses). The first implementation of this device was 

presented for silicon photonics, with state of the art experimental results, showing an efficiency 

of -3.0 dB and a high band flatness (0.4 dB). It is now possible to refine all the elements still 

contributing to losses, such as access waveguides, transition regions, etc., as has been carried out 

for other micro-spectrometers or demultiplexers, in order to achieve the predicted efficiency. 

[alternative sentence: All the refinements that have been carried out for other micro-

spectrometers or demultiplexers, such as access waveguides, transition regions, etc., can now be 

applied to the present device in order to tackle the remaining losses and achieve the predicted 

efficiency.] The present design offers here a full potential, where other CDG devices are limited 

by design. This enables very compact and at the same time very efficient spectrometers, desired 

in many applications such as sensing and optical routing. 
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